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Executive Summary
The NUKENERG consortium was established in 2005 in response to the call for proposals
"Large Projects for International Research and Development" (NAP-2005) of the National
Office of Research and Technology. According to the Call text the aim was to improve the
competitiveness of the Hungarian R&D sector, to support the development of marketable
development results, improve knowledge transfer and promote participation of Hungarian
organisations in large international research projects. The basic idea of the NUKENERG
proposal was to reach the above goal by making use of synergies between the nuclear fission
and fusion fields. In 2005 Hungarian fission technology had already several decades of
experience and it looked important to join the international Generation IV project in a more
active manner. In contrast to fission, Hungarian fusion research was already an integral part of
the coordinated EU fusion programme since 2000 but lacked a solid engineering and
technology background. Due to this deficit it was unclear how Hungarian researchers could
contribute to the extremely technology-intensive international ITER project and other large
fusion research facilities. It was believed that the two fields have common points in material
technology, engineering procedures, research infrastructure and staff.
During the three years of the original project both fields went through a huge development.
In the fission field procedures and computer programs were developed for the European
supercritical water cooled reactor (HPLWR) and this way Hungarian researchers became an
integral part of its development process. In fusion a strong engineering group was established
and a set of technologies developed which were capable of providing efficient support for
physicist researchers. The result was clear: several experimental devices were built for large
fusion projects by Hungarian researchers and suppliers. Hungarian researchers also became
part of several consortia for the implementation for ITER subsystems. In the common field of
material research infrastructure and methods were developed for use both in fission and
fusion.
After finishing the original 3 year project the NUKENERG consortium submitted a
request to extend the proposal by another 3 years. The Office granted the extension until
November 2011. Due to funding problems in 2011 and a delay in some large international
projects the NUKENERG grant was extended, with the original budget, to June 2012. During
this final 4 year period the development field was slightly extended and the developments in
the first 3 years fruited results. The Hungarian fission research community became an
important partner not only in the HPLWR project but but in the implementation of
ALLEGRO, one of the planned large EU joint Generation IV facilities as well. In fusion
Hungarian researchers became one of the major contributors to the design of EU diagnostics
and Test Blanket Modules for ITER. Besides this every year several diagnostic devices are
built in Hungary for the largest fusion research facilities in Europe and Asia. The external
resources obtained for these developments already exceeded the total national funding of the
NUKENERG grant.
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I. Study of structural materials of fission and fusion reactors
The present fleet of pressurized and boiling water reactors operates in the 250-320°C
temperature region mainly determined by the properties of zirconium alloys used for fuel
cladding. Future reactors will operate at higher temperature and pressure, which necessitate
the existence of proper radiation and heat resistant structural materials. During the last six
years in the project the irradiation device of the Budapest Research Reactor was further
developed in two steps, and it is made ready for higher temperature operation (300-650°C)
and for in-pile creep and fatigue studies.
The corrosion resistance of the supercritical pressurized water reactor structural materials
were studied as well. Fuel behaviour calculations were performed under conditions simulating
various phenomena during normal operation.
The tools and services developed were used in an ITER related grant and several other
EURATOM projects. In the following sections we overview the results and give a summary.

Study of structural materials for Supercritical Water Reactor
The Supercritical Water Reactor (SCWR) design and operating conditions differ greatly
from those of the present fleet of light water reactors. The fuels used nowadays cannot be
used in the SCWRs, therefore new fuels needs to be developed and introduced. The final
decision on the materials is supported by a number of tests and analyses – a work which
AEKI contributed to between 2005 and 2008 with corrosion experiments and fuel behaviour
calculations simulating normal operating conditions. The aim of the study was to determine
the SCWR fuel behaviour under the operational cycles and establish whether the fuel meets
the fundamental safety requirements.
1. Radiation resistance of the Reactor Pressure Vessel
The bottom of the SCWR pressure vessel operates at the inlet water temperature (350450°C), while the temperature of the upper plenum reaches 510°C. Candidates for the
pressure vessel material are the low alloyed Cr-Mo ferritic steels or the 9% chromium ones. In
our work we proposed the heat resistant Cr-Mo ferritic steel used for the VVER-440 reactors,
and studied the radiation ageing. The aim of the study was to support this candidate from the
radiation ageing point of view.
The samples were irradiated in the core of the Budapest Research Reactor, in the
BAGIRA-1 controlled temperature rig at 450°C under helium+nitrogen gas mixture.
The method of fatigue crack propagation was elaborated within the frame of the project.
Samples with dimensions of 10x10x55mm and 10x5x55mm were cut for three point bending
used 5mm pre-fatigue crack. The results were compared to those measured on samples
irradiated at 270°C. The critical temperature of the base material irradiated at 450°C didn't
change significantly, and that of the samples made of the weldment increased only with 30°C.
The results shown that the Cr-Mo-V steels and their weldments fulfil the requirements of the
SCWR vessel and other components.
2. Corrosion study and design of an irradiation loop
The greatest challenge in the design of the SCWR is the choice of the proper fuel cladding
material, which has good corrosion resistance while doesn’t compromise the neutron
economy. Corrosion is influenced by the coolant and the alloy composition as well. High
temperature and operational pressure in the nuclear reactor, as well as high radiation flux
interacts with the oxide microstructure formed on the metallic surfaces. Within the frame of
4
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the project, a conceptual design was prepared for a high temperature, high pressure water loop
for the Budapest Research Reactor, and a small scale laboratory mock-up was built and tested.
Corrosion tests were made in the water loop mock-up, in two series and on four different
materials. Two candidates for pressure vessel (Eurofer97 and 15H2MFA), and two other well
known materials (AISI 316 and Titanium Gr.2) were chosen for the tests. The measured
oxidation rate, 10-15 m/year, was acceptable for cladding material operating up to 500°C.
The corrosion test results were well received in the European SCWR development project
(HPLWR Phase 2).
3. Modelling the fuel behaviour
A critical overview of the literature data and other international sources was prepared on
the SCWR fuel behaviour. The SCWR fuel will be made of oxide ceramic cladded by steel or
nickel alloy. The reference UO2 can be used for the fuel calculations, and austenitic or ferritic
stainless steel or nickel alloys. No final decision exists, therefore we used one of the possible
candidates (AISI 316). The mechanical and thermal analysis of the fuels were calculated by
TRANSURANUS code. This code is able to simulate nuclear reactor operational conditions
with different boundary conditions, also for transient calculations. Many types of cladding can
be chosen from a database for the calculations. For our work, we used 30 MWdays/kgU, 353
day cycle length. The stationary calculations shown detailed information. We determined the
temperature distribution, the dimensional changes of the pellet and the cladding. The pressure
increase generated by the fission gases was also estimated.
The calculations concluded with positive results on the thermal and mechanical analysis of
the fuel cladding. If the corrosion tests show tolerable oxidation rates, this material can be
used for the design studies.

Study of materials for fusion reactors
A special steel type and heat resistant tungsten were studied among the structural materials
of the future fusion reactors.
The Eurofer type steel was developed according to the low activation steel concept, that is
those alloying elements and impurities which produces long half life time and/or high activity
isotopes, were eliminated. We got a limited amount of the experimental ingot, therefore we
used this type of material for the probe reconstruction process, which was developed to
reconstruct broken specimens for re-using them. This new method can be used for replacing
electron beam welding and for irradiated specimens. Eurofer samples were irradiated at
300 °C and with approx. 5x1019 n/cm2 (E > 0.5 MeV) dose in the Budapest Research Reactor.
The Master Curve method was used for evaluating the radiation ageing, but this type of steel
was too ductile for the standard evaluation process.
Tungsten wires were also aged with similar conditions used for Eurofer. The aims of the
studies were the quantitative analysis of tungsten radiation ageing. By using bending and
tensile testing we found much less plastic deformation on the samples, while the ultimate
tensile strength didn’t change significantly. Similar bad results were reported by other
participants at the working group meeting organised by the European Fusion Development
Agreement. Research toward more ductile tungsten alloys were recommended.

In-pile fatigue device development
There are only 2-3 laboratories in Europe, where in-pile fatigue and creep device is
operating. The irradiation devices operate in the reactor core and their volumes are limited.
The high intensity neutron and gamma radiation and high temperature doesn’t allow the use
of measuring instruments in the core, they should be installed above the core. Our aim was to
5
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use small specimens exhibiting large deformations under small loading force, when irradiated
in the temperature region 450-600°C. The individual deformations cannot be measured on the
samples because of the noise in the environment, therefore samples of different geometrical
dimensions were connected in serial, so the stresses induced by the loading force were
different. It was important that the deformation induced is large enough for the evaluation
afterwards. A finite element model was elaborated for the specimen design. Ring shaped
specimens were used from 15H2MFA low alloyed steel, and the material properties measured
at 500°C were used for the model.
1. Design of the experimental device
A loading frame was designed based on the calculations described above, and the mock-up
was built and tested on a loading machine. According to the loading frame design, the ring
specimens can be deformed until a given maximum value. Also the experiment can be
continued after the break or large elongation of a tensile specimen. This is important because
only the total deformation of the specimens can be measured.

Figure 1. The experimental rig design. The rig can
house 10 rings in two rows and two tensile test probes.
The outer dimension of the rig is 50mm

Figure 2 Mock-up of the experimental rig
equipped with electric heater, heat insulation,
thermocouples. Prepared for testing

The experimental mock-up was tested on the INSTRON servo hydraulic testing machine.
The stress and the amplitude of the force were gradually increased, and the measured
deformations were compared to the calculated ones.
2. Evaluation of the tensile test results of irradiated specimens.
In a testing campaign of irradiation aged tensile specimens of 15H2MFA type steel we
observed that the linear elastic modulus of the specimens are lower, while the scattering is
higher than expected. Scattering cannot be explained by the inhomogeneity of the material,
and the loading machine is rigid enough.
The irradiated specimens are put between the clamps of the loading machine by means of
manipulators (remote control). The specimen is dropped, and reaches a random position on
the toroidal surface of the clamps. This design gives more freedom for the specimens, but
means compromise in the rigidity of the system.
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Figure 3 Clamp of the the tensile machine and a
specimen

Figure 4 The finite element simulation of the stresses
show the local plastic deformation on the sample. The
yellow and red spots on the neck of the sample
produce artefacts in the measurement

We showed with finite element simulations (Fig. 4.) that the quality of the contact between
the specimen and the clamps is greatly influenced by the orientation of the sample. The
specimen is stable in the clamps due to the friction forces, even it is not perfectly put in
upright position. The aim of the study was to determine the plastic deformation generated by
the specimens and the clamps. The correction function was then published.
3. Probe reconstruction by stud welding
The majority of a standard specimen is not deformed in a test, so it can be used for
fabricating new specimens. This procedure, where the new specimens are fabricated from
broken ones, is called probe reconstruction. It can also be used when the sizes of small
specimens are adjusted to standard ones. This procedure was adopted in the beginning of the
project for non-radiated samples, and later for activated ones. The aim of the work was the
adoption of stud welding for activated samples, which needs special procedures for handling
and quality control. The quality of the welding was controlled by visual inspection and optical
microscope, mechanical testing, neutron radiography. Several stud geometries and weld
protection techniques were used and analysed.
Summary
Structural materials of high temperature nuclear reactors (Supercritical Water Reactor)
were studied within the frame of the project, in terms of corrosion resistance and mechanical
properties. Technologies and tools were developed for the work. A high pressure autoclave
was designed and manufactured for corrosion tests. Several new features have been designed
for the BAGIRA irradiation rig. The boron-carbide shielding in the irradiation channel will
decrease the thermal neutrons, allowing lower activation of the specimens and less cooling
time after irradiation. The irradiation device is ready for testing radiation ageing in 150-650°C
interval.
With the use of the new technologies developed in the project, the Institute has been
participating in several international collaborations. AEKI is a consortium member in the
EURATOM 6th and 7th framework programmes, in the Material Testing Reactor Initiative
(MTR-I3), the LONGLIFE project aimed at studying long term aging of structures and the
MATTER project with the objective of prenormative research for Generation-IV reactors. The
new features of the BAGIRA rig will be used in the EURATOM-China collaborative project
(ALICE).
7
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For fusion applications, research programs started for developing though ceramic materials
and oxide dispersion strengthened steels. In collaboration with NRG (The Netherland), the
radiation resistance of a new CuCrZr alloy will be tested, which is designed as First Wall
element of ITER.
Since January 2012, the MTA Centre for Energy is the coordinator of the ALLIANCE
project, which aimed at prepare the gas cooled fast reactor demonstrator in the Central
European region. The licensing of the gas cooled fast reactor will require qualification tests of
the pressure vessel and other components.
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II. Thermohydraulics
Thermohydraulic problems of nuclear reactors have been studied in this sub-task. On the
one hand, we have focused on the solution of some problems related to the 4th generation of
nuclear reactors, on the other hand we have studied some thermohydraulic problems, which
are important - both from safety and economic point of view - in case of the present
generation of pressurized power reactors. Here we give a brief summary about the results we
have achieved in the framework of the NUKENERG project.
Considering the 4th generation of nuclear reactors, the supercritical water reactor was our
primary target. In particular, we have studied processes developing in such reactors in case of
pressure loss accidents and we have also investigated the heat transfer processes near the
pseudocritical temperature.
The heat transfer coefficient is a principal design parameter in nuclear reactors. Since there
is a tight coupling between neutron physics and thermohydraulics in supercritical water
reactors, the need to have accurate predictions for heat transfer is more important here than
elsewhere in the nuclear industry. In the same time, the strong dependency of thermophysical
parameters on temperature and pressure makes it difficult to create accurate correlations,
therefore we have performed our studies in a very wide range of parameters, using both
analytical and numerical techniques.
A specific model was built up and utilized to perform our studies near the critical point.
We have demonstrated that heat transfer can speed-up near the critical point due to the socalled piston effect. In this region heat can propagate by an unusual mechanism, by the means
of acoustic waves and in accordance with this mechanism, so-called thermoacoustic
oscillation can develop. In case of simple thermohydraulic problem, e.g. in case of RayleighBenard convection, we were able to demonstrate how the acoustic heat transfer acts, for
instance, on the critical Rayleigh number. In this phase of our studies we also realized that the
pressure dependency of thermophysical parameters should not be overlooked. Accordingly,
we have made a comparison between various models using a perturbation technique and
demonstrated that the pressure and temperature dependency of parameters can be in the same
order of magnitude around the pseudocritical point, furthermore, the heat transported by the
compression of the fluid can be as high as the heat transported by convection and therefore, its
negligence is sometimes causeless.
Besides the theoretical work, we also made an attempt to study turbulent flows of
supercritical water using computational fluid dynamics in various levels. Direct numerical
simulation has been performed to get more information about the boundary layer and
establishing its theoretical analysis for such fluids. Using Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
approach we studied the performance of commercial CFD codes. In particular, we have
investigated how accurately CFD can describe heat transfer in turbulent flows of supercritical
fluids. For these studies, first we used measurements of simple pipe flows as reference, but
later we have extended the scope of our investigations choosing the European HPLWR (High
Performance Light Water Reactor) fuel assembly concept. According to this concept, first we
modelled 1/8 part of the assembly along the heated section (Fig. 5. left), without spacers, then
we built up a model for 1/4 of the assembly along a 200mm section taking into account helical
wire spacers (Fig. 5. right).
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Figure 5 Model of HPLWR fuel assembly 1/8 section (left) and 1/4 section (right)

Beyond our heat transfer studies we have also called the attention to the fact that critical
flow has special features in case of supercritical fluid, in particular the significant reduction of
speed of sound around the pseudocritical temperature should be taken into account in model
development. Furthermore, our theoretical studies pointed out that a loss of coolant accident
in SCW reactors can cause not only flashing phenomenon but it also can lead to condensation
caused water hammer. The reason of this phenomenon is that during phase transition of
supercritical water the final state can be not only metastable steam, but metastable water, too.
We have given a conservative estimation for the pressure peak caused by flashing or water
hammer.
In the framework of the project we have also done some experimental work. We have
developed a new family of sample holders and one of this family made of Titanium gr5 could
be heated as a whole to achieve homogeneous temperature distribution of the sample. Its
picture can be seen in Fig. 6/A. Using this small tank we have worked out a methodology to
produce reproducible measurements for supercritical water. A frame have been developed
which contains all the controllers and data acquisition systems coupled with the sample
holder. Using neutronradiographic measurements we could make visible what is happening in
the sample holder with a frame rate 40msec as it is shown in Fig. 6/B, 6/C and 6/D, where
some comments are also given.
Considering numerical work, we have extended the capabilities of our home-made twophase thermohydrualic code RETINA to model supercritical water. To be more specific, we
built new heat transfer and pressure loss correlations into the code in order to be able to use
the code for the analysis of supercritical water thermohydralics. As a part of this work the
equation of state of this package was also extended taking into account the temperature range,
which needs to be covered. Viscosity, specific heat and heat conduction correlations of the
code were also modified. In order to be able to model loss of coolant accidents, a new look-up
table has been developed and implemented in the code.
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Figure 6/A Picture of GR-5H sample holder , Figure 6/B DNR picture of 13 cm3 water in room temperature,
Figure 6/C DNR picture of expanding water at 330 Co, Figure 6/D Homogeneous supercritical water filling up
the holder at 374 Co

Among the Generation 4 nuclear reactor concepts we have also studied the
thermohydraulic problems of liquid metal cooled reactors. After preparing a survey we have
chosen an experiment and performed CFD validation calculations by the ANSYS CFX 12.2
code, since we believe that CFD will play an important role in the design and safety analysis
of such systems. We have built up the CFD model of the measurements performed by
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe. One of our important conclusions drawn from this work was
that the relation usually used for the calculation of grid size is not adequate in case of liquid
metals. We have also studied the accuracy of SST (isotropic Reynolds stresses) and RSM
SSG (anisotropic Reynolds stress model) models for heat transfer problems of liquid metals.
Considering the velocity profile we have found that SSG models provide results with 4%
accuracy in average, while results obtained by SST are less accurate (13%). Considering the
accuracy of temperature profile we have obtained nearly the same accuracy than FZK,
although near the wall our models suffered from higher bias than the results obtained by FZK.
The development of boiling crisis was in the focus of our investigations related to
pressurized water reactors. Both experimental and numerical studies have been performed.
To study boiling crisis in a pipe, a new mock-up called ACRIL has been designed and
developed. By the means of preliminary calculations we have determined heat flux values for
various inlet flow rates, where boiling crisis can be expected. A number of successful
measurements have been performed achieving the development of crisis. Parallel with the
measurements we were also able to make visual observations by a fast camera developed in
the framework of NUKENERG on the fusion side.
One of the most important observation obtained by these measurements was that the
detection of critical heat flux with themocouples is not necessarily in line with visual
observations. To be more specific, sometimes critical heat flux detected based on
measurements of thermocouples can be late comparing to visual detection. In such cases
although the top of the heated rod has already been glowing, the surface temperature in the
position of the thermocouples did not detect this fact. In Fig. 7. a picture taken by the fast
camera is shown, where a bubble slug can be recognized in the middle of the channel. The
11
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development of this slug can lead to boiling crisis because of insufficient transfer of heat from
the heated surface.

Figure 7 Visual observation of the development of boiling crisis. A bubble slug can be seen in the
middle of the pipe and as a consequence the heat transfer is deteriorated, which fact can lead to the development
of boiling crisis

Parallel with the measurements we have also prepared models in various levels and
performed numerical calculations.
A resolved interface model has been developed to study the development and detachment
of individual bubbles. Using this model, we were able to test functional relationship between
parameters, which play crucial role in the development of boiling crisis. For instance, we have
determined the functional relationship between fundamental physical parameters (e.g. gravity,
density etc.) and bubble detachment diameter and release frequency. We have also studied
how the properties of the heated walls can influence the detachment process and how the
bubbles detached can interact with each other.
In summary, we can say that during the project we have achieved our primary objectives.
We built up two mock-ups, which makes our further investigations, model development and
refining possible. Hopefully, we can utilize these tools soon in future European projects e.g.
in the NURESAFE project.
The models developed in relations with boiling crisis makes possible to perform such
investigations, which are not available elsewhere. Our results published in this area has
already attracted some attention as it is shown by almost one dozen citations received
recently.
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III. Core Design
Introduction
The European version of Supercritical Water Reactors (SCWR), the High Performance
Light Water Reactor (HPLWR) operates in the thermodynamically supercritical region of
water. The basic objective of the subtask was to elaborate a stationary coupled neutronicthermohydraulic code capable for the calculation of the actual core design (Figure 8). The
calculations covered the neutronic transport calculations of HPLWR fuel assemblies, the
global calculations and the pin-wise analysis. With the help of the code system the core
loading of HPLWR was designed and the limits for maximum linear heat rate and clad surface
temperature were checked. The subtask included the analysis of sensitivity of HPLWR to
xenon oscillations. The fast neutron fluence of HPLWR pressure vessel affecting its
embrittlement and the fast spectrum and fluence of steel specimens irradiated in the BRR
research reactor were also evaluated.
The research performed was strongly related to the HPLWR Phase 2 project in EU FP-6
ended in 2010. The results achieved in HPLWR Phase 2 were continuously adapted in the
core design work.

Figure 8 Core design concept of HPLWR( Koehly et al., Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)

HPLWR Neutronics Benchmarks
The KARATE code system for core design was applied originally to VVER-440 and
VVER-1000 reactors The more heterogeneous fuel structure than usual, the smaller node size
than usual, the steep axial and radial water density variation and last but not least the lack of
13
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experimental results require a thorough verification with the help of a Monte Carlo code. The
assessment of computational errors was used in deriving engineering factors used in
conservative core design calculations. A step by step verification procedure was applied to
check the approximations.
Realistic full core calculations of the HPLWR one and three pass cores at prescribed
thermo-hydraulic distributions with reflector (Figure 9.) were carried out for several control
rod configurations. The agreement is reasonable both for the multiplication factor and for the
power distribution (Figure 10.).

Figure 9 MCNP radial reflector model
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Figure 10 GLOBUS-MCNP nodal power distribution differences relative to the maximum

Verification of the GLOBUS-SPROD Coupled Code
In the HPLWR reactor the thermal properties show steep variation near the pseudocritical
point (p=25 MPa, T=384 oC). The coolant density changes quickly with increasing
temperature. The coupled neutronic-thermohydraulic calculation is essential for getting proper
criticality and power distribution data. The GLOBUS-SPROD coupled code was tested by
MCNP-STAFAS calculations of the one pass core.

Neutronic Modelling and Design of Fuel Assemblies
For the validation of the deterministic MULTICELL code, which is used for generating
few group constants in supercritical water conditions of HPLWR, the coupled MCNP Monte
Carlo and TIBSO burnup code was applied. The MCNP code calculated the spectrum and
shielded resonance cross sections of the fuel, the subsequently evaluated reaction rates were
transferred to the TIBSO burnup calculation and the MCNP was fed by the new isotopic
14
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composition of fuel. Burnup calculations of HPLWR fuel assemblies with average parameters
have shown the adequacy of the MULTICELL code.
The design of fuel assemblies has been changed compared to the original proposal. One
modification is the application of helical wire spacers which enhances the mixing between
subchannels. The second modification was the application of thick, solid stainless steel
moderator and fuel assembly boxes to enhance the structural strength. This modification
resulted in impermissibly low multiplication factor. The parasitic absorption of structural
materials could allow only extremely short cycle time. To resolve the problem the application
of thinner steel box walls with stiffeners and with heat insulation has emerged. The heat
insulation helps to avoid the extreme heat up of moderator, so it provides better moderation
for neutrons. The preliminary optimization of Gd burnable absorbers was performed with the
help of the MULTICELL code, where the number of Gd bearing fuel rods and the Gd2O3
content was determined.

3-D Nodal Calculations, Equilibrium Cycle Calculations
The method of generating diffusion type parametrized cross sections necessary for
equilibrium cycle calculations has been elaborated. The cross sections were approximated as a
function of burnup, absorber cluster insertion factor, 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 135Xe and 149Sm
concentration, coolant, moderator rod and gap water density and fuel temperature. In the
coupled code the IAPWS-IF97 water property functions and the Watt and Jackson-Hall heat
transfer correlations were introduced with square geometry option and acceleration.
To control the maximum cladding temperatures cluster orifices were applied to tune the
mass flow distributions in the three flow regions of the core. As a consequence of the
application of burnable absorbers considerable power distribution change can be observed in
the HPLWR core which results in the mass flow redistribution among the assemblies affecting
the cladding temperatures. To take into account this redistribution the pressure drop
calculation of the coolant in the core was implemented which includes the local pressure
losses and the distributed pressure loss along the core. The distributed pressure loss of Rehme
was applied for the assembly with wire spacers.
The three-pass core consists of 3x52 insulated fuel assembly clusters. The nominal
pressure is 250 bars, the inlet temperature of the reactor pressure vessel is 535 K. At full
power (2300 MW) conditions equilibrium Xe was applied.
Starting from the first loading of the HPLWR, equilibrium cycle was reached, which
contains assemblies with Gd integrated poison. The following main considerations were
taken into account in the equilibrium cycle design at normal operation conditions:
● Keeping the linear power limit of 390 W/cm
● Keeping well below the fuel centerline temperature under the melting point
● Keeping the maximum cladding temperature below 630 C
● Achieving as high discharge burnup as possible
● Compensation of excess reactivity mainly by Gd burnable poison
● Burnup of Gd burnable poison of 1st cycle fuel clusters for achieving longer cycle length
On the basis of previous calculations with flat axial enrichment distribution resulting in
bottom peaked power, axial enrichment profile has been introduced. 7% maximum fuel pin
enrichment was applied in the cluster types used in the equilibrium cycle. After three year
core residence time on the average discharge burnup reached only 33.5 MWd/kgU.
Considerable power redistribution can be observed between BOC and EOC states. The
assembly-wise peaking factors normalized to flow regions in BOC and EOC states are quite
15
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high for superheater 1 and 2. To reduce the maximum cladding temperatures in the hot spots
of superheaters 1 and 2 cluster orifices were applied at the inlet of some clusters to modify the
flow rate distribution.

Pressure Vessel Fluence Calculations
The lifetime of a nuclear power plant is ultimately restricted by the degradation of the
mechanical properties of the reactor pressure vessel, which is mainly caused by the fast
neutrons. According to the experiences this degradation is determined by the fast fluence.
Considering 60 years lifetime the pressure vessel fluence was calculated with the KARATE
and MCNP codes. The calculated HPLWR pressure vessel damage is close to current PWR
damage and significantly lower than VVER-440 damage with 50 year lifetime possibility.

Study on the Possibility of Xenon Oscillations
The active height of the HPLWR is 4.2 m, so the dimension is in the range where xenon
oscillations must be taken into account. As the oscillations may result in considerable local
power rise, the characteristics of these oscillations from the point of view of safety must be
known. A quasi-stationary coupled neutronics – thermal hydraulics code was developed using
the SCALE6.0 code package and it was completed with the xenon poisoning differential
equations which can predict the extent of the xenon oscillations of the 3 pass core HPLWR.
The detailed analysis proved that the HPLWR is stable against xenon oscillations.

Spectrum and Fluence Calculations of Steel Samples in the Budapest Research
Reactor Supporting the Evaluation of Material Science Experiments
For the fast neutron flux calculation of the irradiation facility of the Budapest Research
Reactor the MULICELL transport code and the research reactor version of the KIKO3D code
with burnup was applied. The flux distribution and fluence above 1 MeV was evaluated for two
irradiation periods for steel samples in several axial positions.

Fine Mesh Analysis of Equilibrium Cycles
For checking the limits of fuel rods the DIF3D fine mesh diffusion code applicable to pin
power distribution calculation was applied. The interface of DIF3D with the supercritical
coupled KARATE code was elaborated and the code system was applied for the equilibrium
cycle. With the thermohydraulic data and axial bucklings of the supercritical coupled
KARATE nodal code 2 dimensional full core fine mesh calculations were applied to derive
power peakings inside the assemblies. Conservative fuel rod level calculations were applied
taking into account the uncertainty of power distributions and the non perfect mixing in
mixing chambers. For the calculation of the enthalpy rise peaking factor within the assembly
the Heinecke correlation developed in the HPLWR project was used.
The best estimate fuel rod level linear power distribution in the most loaded irradiation
time and axial level can be seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11 Fuel rod level linear power distribution on the 105th day of the equilibrium cycle in the most
loaded 8th level. [W/cm]

The maximum of linear power multiplied by the engineering factors was achieved at 105
effective day of the equilibrium cycle. The 390 W/cm limit just can be kept. The conservative
maximum of the centerline fuel temperature shows similar behaviour, it is below the melting
point of uranium-dioxide. The maximum of the conservative clad surface temperature always
exceeds the goal temperature of 630 C during the equilibrium cycle. The maximum can
always be found in an assembly which is next to the evaporator. As in the evaporator region
the maximum linear power is close to the limit, the further direction of optimization is the
partial rebalance of power from superheater 1 to superheater 2 where none of the limits are
jeopardized. An obstacle of the optimization by shuffle scheme is the 3x3 cluster structure of
the assemblies and the cluster-wise orifices. The possibility of assembly wise shuffling and
orifices would ease the situation.

Utilization of the Results
Within the framework of the NUKENERG project two subtasks dealt with the design of
the SCWR. Besides core design the safety subtask group developed the coupled supercritical
KIKO3D-ATHLET code which was used among others for the analysis of reactivity initiated
accidents. These developments made possible the participation of MTA-KFKI-AEKI in the
Supercritical Water Reactor - Fuel Qualification Test (SCWR-FQT) Euratom FP7 project.
The final goal of the project is the design and analysis necessary for licensing of the
supercritical fuel irradiation channel to be placed in the LVR-15 research reactor in the Czech
Republic. The task of MTA-KFKI-AEKI is the steady state burnup calculation of the fuel pins
inside the irradiation channel and the analysis of the consequences of reactivity initiated
events.
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IV. Safety of the HPLWR reactor
The generic aim of the sub-project is to establish the safety of the water cooled High
Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR) concept by means of safety analyses and by the
design of the safety systems. This reactor type was investigated extensively during the project
but also also in the two subsequent 6th and 7th European Framework Programs for Nuclear
Fission and Radiation Protection. Although KFKI AEKI was also a participant of both
projects, the activity related to the given special NUKENERG sub-task was not supported by
the EU. Nevertheless, we could present our methods and results in the EU meetings as
observers.
In the first phase of the NUKENERG project, the new supercritical version of the a
coupled KIKO3D three-dimensional reactor kinetics and the ATHLET system thermal
hydraulics codes were developed and verified for the safety analyses of the supercritical water
cooled reactors. The KIKO3DRM code – originally developed for hexagonal assemblies –
had to be modified according to the square geometry, moreover the few group constants and
response matrices had to be generated and parameterized taking into account the HPLWR
geometry and material data. The supercritical water properties and the corresponding heat
transfer correlations were incorporated into ATHLET, too.
In the first phase of the project, the dynamic core behaviour of the HPLWR concept,
elaborated by Dr. Schulenberg, was investigated in case of RIA (Reactivity Initiated
Accidents) events. Before the analyses several heat transfer correlations, built into the
ATHLET code in the frame of the project and the property table of the supercritical water,
were validated by using the Kirillov single channel thermal hydraulic measurements.
According to the comparison of the calculations and the measurements Watt’s correlation
proved to be the most appropriate heat transfer model. The code was verified also by
comparing the control rod efficiency results to those calculated by the KARATE code system,
the latter ones based in a very detailed nodalization.
By using the new code system, the following RIA (Reactivity Initiated Accidents) type
events were analysed:







Uncontrolled absorber group withdrawal from the bottom position
Uncontrolled withdrawal of absorbers from the middle position
Uncontrolled withdrawal of a cluster of absorbers in asymmetric position
Control rod ejection
Loss of feedwater heating
Control rod malfunction: control rod stuck in a lower or upper position

The results of the performed analyses reported significant perturbations of the power
distribution. Although all the acceptance criteria were fulfilled, in some cases the hot channel
temperatures are not far from their limits in spite of the relatively strong feedback, which
points out the necessity of detailed 3D analysis of the RIA events by using the calculation tool
developed in the project. The observations can be explained by the sensitivity of the neutronic
characteristics on the moderator density, changing in a wide range. As a consequence, the
significant perturbation of power peaking factors during the transients are resulting in larger
local power increase in some cases than that originating from the average reactor power rise.
The acceptance criteria and the results of the of the RIA analysis results are summarized in
Table 1 and 2.
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Table 1 Limitations and acceptance criteria

Type of reactor
state or initiating
event

Limited parameter

Normal operation

Maximum cladding
temperature
Maximum linear
heat rate
Maximum cladding
temperature
Maximum pellet
temperature
Maximum cladding
temperature
Maximum radial
averaged pellet
enthalpy

AOO (Anticipated
Operational
Occurrence)
PA (Postulated
Accident)

Limiting value

625 oC
390 W/cm
850 oC
2800 oC
1204 oC
230 cal/g

Reason of limitation

Cladding high
temperature creep
Fission gas release, gasgap inner pressure
Cladding buckling
collapse
Melting
Cladding embrittlement
due to oxidation
Fuel fragmentation and
dispersion

Table 2 Fulfilment of the acceptance criteria

Initiating event

Classification of the
initiating event

Maximum cladding
surface temperature

Maximum pellet
centerline temperature

Uncontrolled absorber group
withdrawal from the bottom
position

AOO

730 oC

2656 oC

Uncontrolled absorber group
withdrawal from the middle
position

AOO

746 oC

2142 oC

Uncontrolled withdrawal of an
absorber cluster in asymmetric
Position

AOO

810 oC

2011 oC

PA

870 oC

2565 oC

Loss of feedwater heating

AOO

670 oC

2197 oC

Control rod malfunction:
sticking of one control rod in a
lower (case A) or upper
position (Case B)

AOO

Case A: 646 oC
Case B: 645 oC

Case A: 2030 oC
CaSe B: 2064 oC

Control rod ejection

There are several reasons for continuing such types of calculations:
 The construction of the HPLWR reactor planned in the frame of the EU-6
project was modified significantly as the coolant path in the core had to be changed for
technological reasons.
 Without having the appropriate data of the three path HPLWR reactor safety
systems, in the first phase the corresponding data of the Tokyo University design were
used. The appropriate safety system for the new HPLWR design was only under
consideration at that time.
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The second phase of the sub-task aimed at establishing the High Performance Light Water
Reactor (HPLWR) safety by means of the design of the safety systems. To achieve this goal,
the calculations performed in the frame of the NUKENERG project were used. The transients
caused by different initial events were simulated by an iterative way by using different
variants of the safety system parameters (capacity, set point, velocity, etc.). The final goal of
the calculations was to evaluate the different variants and to select the most effective and
reliable safety systems. This task was solved in the following steps.
1. Mapping of the different solutions and variants of the safety and control
systems, their possible parameter range.
2. Simulations of the different types of transients and accidents by using different
solutions and parameters of the safety and control systems.
3. Recommendation for the appropriate configuration and parameters of the
safety systems
4. Recommendations for an appropriate regulation system for suppressing the
xenon oscillations Special investigations could prove that special action is not
necessary due to the strong feedback.
Concerning the reactivity initiated events, the analyses, which were necessary for the shut
down and control system design, based on movable absorber rods, were performed in several
variants. Two basic safety goals had to be taken into account. On one hand, the inadvertent
movement of the control rods or groups must not lead to a reactivity insertion and power rise
violating acceptance criteria. On the other hand, the absorber rods must be strong enough to
be able to shut down the reactor safely even at hot xenon free state at the Beginning of Cycle.
It was found that the control rods at different radial reactor positions must be different and
they had to be classified into two groups. The worth of control rods designed for
compensating the reactivity effects during the burnup and the power maneuvering had to be
decreased by 27.5 %, while the worth of the remaining ones, used only for scram was
increased by 30 % in comparison to the original design. In this case at least 1.5 % shutdown
reactivity could be assured even in case of stuck of the most efficient absorber, which taking
into account reasonable uncertainties is satisfactory.
In addition to the shut down system, the determination of the further safety characteristics
was based on the analyses of the various thermal hydraulic initiating events. The following
initiating events were analyzed:
 Large LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accidents) in the cold leg
 Medium size LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accidents) in the cold leg
 Small break LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accidents) in the cold leg
 Large LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accidents) in the hot leg
 Station black out which covers also the turbine trip
 Main circulation pump trip
In solving the task of finding the appropriate configuration and parameters of the safety
systems the starting point was our preparatory study listing the different foreseen solutions
applied in the supercritical and boiling water reactors in the literature. The corresponding
report of the project is proposing a concrete new preliminary configuration and estimating its
20
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parameters. The cold leg small break LOCA analysis proves that, thanks to the lack of the
phase transition, safety system actuation is not necessary for satisfying the acceptance criteria.
On the other hand, it was found that the most sever accident is the Large Break LOCA
requiring the actuation of all the systems and with the largest capacities. Therefore, the
analysis of this event was performed by supposing several safety system variants. It turned out
that the passive emergency core cooling system of the preliminary concept cannot inject
enough amount of coolant into the core, moreover the injection positions finally had to be
selected in a more sophisticated way. Nevertheless, the analyses based on the preliminary
concept proved useful for finding the appropriate, improved solution which assures the
fulfilment not only for the Large Break LOCA but also for other events of the above list. The
maximum cladding temperature for the Large Break LOCA are shown in Fig. 12. The
modified concept and its parameters are presented in Table 3.
Table 3 The main characteristics of the proposed safety systems
Safety system

Actuation and its conditions

Capacity

ADS (Automatic
Depressurizer System)

Discharge from each hot leg,
p  22.0 MPa or p  27.0 MPa
Valve opening time: 0.2 s

Assures the discharge rate equal
to the nominal hot leg flow rate
at 25.0 MPa.

HPCI (High Pressure
Coolant Injection)

Injection to each cold if pHPCI= 6.0
MPa and THPCI= 80 oC

Vcompartment= 40 m3,
Vcoolant= 25 m3
In the compartment, Nitrogen is
used for keeping the pressure

RHR (Residual Heat
Removal)

Discharge from each hot leg,
p  2.0 MPa
Valve opening time: 2.0 s

LPCI (Low Pressure
Coolant Injection)

Inlet junctions at two horizontal
positions of the pressure vessel,
below the Evaporator and
Superheater 2
TLPCI= 70 oC

Valve diameter =  200 mm
Pressure dependent injection:
MPa
kg/s
0.1
240.0
1.0
220.0
2.0
160.0
2.5
0.0

The sub-project fulfilled all its targets. A new code system has been developed and verified
which is applicable for the safety analysis of the Design Basis events of the Gen4 reactors
cooled by supercritical water. The usual safety analysis methodology was exceeded by the
correct treatment of the asymmetric transients which is necessary due to the large size of the
HPLWR reactors. The code system could be applied for the design of the main characteristics
of the necessary safety systems of the special HPLWR type. Thanks to this activity, a
satisfactory knowledge level has been established for supporting the potential industrial
design procedure of such type of reactors in the future. The community taking part in the
related EU meetings was convinced by the good quality of the work and thus new
international cooperations could be established.. The institution has been invited to the
Euratom FP7 Supercritical Water Reactor Fuel Qualification Test (SCWR-FQT) project
dealing with the licensing of a new supercritical loop to be built into the Rez (Czech
Republic) LVR-15 Research Reactor.
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Figure12 Maximum cladding temperature in the hot channel for the Large Break LOCA
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V. Reactor physics and safety investigations of fast spectrum Generation IV
reactors
The sub-project aimed at a comparative evaluation of the different fast reactor concepts by
using our own calculations, moreover - beforehand - the development of the tools necessary
for the analyses. The two most important aspects of the comparisons were safety and
suitability of the isotopic inventory for sustainable fission energy generation. Various fast
spectrum reactors concepts were collected from the literature evaluated and and compared
concerning the following aspects:
 Fuel type (MOX, carbid, metal)
 Coolant (lead, sodium, gas)
 Thermal power
 Core size
 Fuel utilization strategy
During the 3 year of the sub-project the characteristics of the following concrete seven
reactor concepts were investigated:
1. Sodium cooled Fast Breeder Reactor being built in Kalpakkam (India)
consisting of oxide fuel
2. Lead cooled fast reactor defined in an IAEA cooperation consisting of oxide
fuel
3. Large size and power sodium cooled fast reactor defined in the OECD NEA
SFR („Sodium Fast Reactor”) project consisting of carbide fuel
4. Large size and power sodium cooled fast reactor defined in the OECD NEA
SFR („Sodium Fast Reactor”) project consisting of oxide fuel
5. Medium size and power sodium cooled fast reactor defined in the OECD NEA
SFR („Sodium Fast Reactor”) project consisting of metal fuel
6. Medium size and power sodium cooled fast reactor defined in the OECD NEA
SFR („Sodium Fast Reactor”) project consisting of oxide fuel
7. GFR-600 gas cooled fast reactor consisting of oxide fuel
In the framework of the given task only certain safety aspects of liquid metal cooled fast
spectrum reactors were investigated as the concept of the safety systems are not sufficiently
developed for several of the Generation IV reactor types. (The investigated safety related core
physics calculations can just serve as a basis for the safety system design.) According to the
above considerations, our investigations were focusing on the safety related characteristics
influencing the reactor physics and the dynamic behaviour of the core:





Temperature reactivity coefficients
Void coefficient
Power peaking factors
Shut down reactivity at different operational states of the reactor
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 The worth of the absorber rods influencing consequences of the failures of their
motion
In the first part of the sub-project, the calculation tools were developed. The basic
computational tool applied for the metal cooled reactors was the KIKO3DMG multigroup
nodal code, coupled to the core “thermal hydraulic” module for assuring the feedback.
Because the two-group approach was built into the original KIKO3D in a theoretically
fundamental way a considerably extensive development activity was necessary to achieve our
goals. Moreover, the group constants and response matrices, corresponding to the material
and geometry data of the above mentioned cores, had to be calculated parameterized
according to such technological parameters like fuel and coolant temperatures. The
NOTRADAT code system was developed and used for this purpose. Additionally,
KIKO3DMG was supplemented with a burnup module in order to follow the evolution of the
actinide isotopes. The basis of the developed thermohydraulic module was the COBRA code,
where the property tables (containing the specific enthalpy, density, viscosity depending on
the temperature and pressure) of the various metal coolant types had be built in, moreover the
new subroutines for the heat transfer and pressure drop correlations were elaborated and
implemented. In case of the gas-cooled reactors, a computational system was elaborated for
the neutron transport and for the burnup (based on the MCNP Monte Carlo and the ORIGEN
codes), which was used later for the determination of the isotopic inventory characteristics.
A considerable portion of the calculations was carried out in the frame of the OECD NEA
SFR benchmarking cooperation. This is an important development as this way it was possible
to verify our tools developed in the NUKENERG project. In the frame of this cooperation, we
could compare our results to those obtained in the French CEA and US Argon National
Laboratory (ANL) institutions. The most important reactor physics and isotopic data of four
fast reactor concepts were compared and the comparison proved the applicability of the
KIKO3DMG code for the calculation of the metal cooled fast spectrum reactors. The reactor
physics characteristics including the power peaking factors are in good agreement, which, as
an example, is demonstrated in Figure 13. for one of the variants.

Figure 13 Comparison of the radial power distribution of the large oxide core of the OECD NEA SFR
benchmarking
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In Table 4., the safety related characteristics of the sodium cooled fast reactors calculated
by KIKO3DMG code are presented, while Table 5 shows their isotopic transmutation
capability, namely the conversion ratios. From the presented results, it can be concluded that
the most promising concept is the large core consisting of carbide fuel. The strong Doppler
feedback can compensate the positive void reactivity, the worth of single control rods is small
enough leading to less severe consequences in case of its uncontrolled movement, especially
in comparison to the small cores. The conversion ratio is also the most advantageous for this
core, significantly larger than 1. Although this core is operating at a little bit higher
temperature than the oxide core, the melting point of the pellets is relatively high and
additionally, in contrast to the oxide fuel, chemical interaction between the pellet and the
cladding cannot be observed. The shut down condition is fulfilled in all cases on satisfactory
level. It is also worth mentioning that, according to our calculations and the literature data,
the void effect of the lead cooled fast reactors can be close to zero.
Table 4 The safety related reactor physics parameters of the Sodium cooled cores calculated by the
KIKO3DMG code
Large Core (3600 MWth)
Medium Core (1000 MWth)
Carbide Core
Oxide Core
Metallic Core
Oxide Core
Fuel average
temperature at
987
1227
534
1027
nominal power
(°C)
BOC
0.405%
0.393%
0.366%
0.357%
βeff
EOC
0.393%
0.384%
0.367%
0.356%
BOC
EOC
BOC

-0.1535
-0.1526
-2.79

-0.1117
-0.1130
-2.42

-0.0914
-0.0933
-1.06

-0.1230
-0.1241
-2.31

EOC

-2.77

-2.44

-1.09

-2.33

Void reactivity BOC
($)
EOC

5.73
6.01

5.19
5.39

5.06
4.95

4.87
4.85

0.96371
0.96518
0.24

0.83130
0.82363
1.35

0.81941
0.81793
1.25

Doppler (pcm)
Doppler ($)

Shut down
reactivity

BOC
EOC

Control rod
worth at outer
region ($)
Control rod
worth in inner
region ($)

BOC

0.95458
0.96387
0.28

EOC

0.25

0.24

1.34

1.23

BOC

0.39

0.38

3.80

3.67

EOC

0.58

0.45

4.13

3.90

Table 5 The conversion ratios of the Sodium cooled cores calculated by the KIKO3DMG code
Large Core (3600 MWth)
Medium Core (1000 MWth)
Carbide Core
Oxide Core
Metallic Core
Oxide Core
BR
1.15024
1.081747
0.79317
0.83938

In the frame of the project, the fuel cycle characteristics of the GFR600 gas cooled fast
reactor were also investigated. The capability of this type to transmute the minor actinides
originating from both the spent LWR and the VVER fuel and mixed to the fast reactor MOX
fuel was investigated in a detailed manner. Three different fuel cycle strategies were taken
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into account followed through several cycles. It turned out that in case of homogeneous minor
actinide distributions in the core, only the Americium and Neptunium isotopes are transmuted
by the fission reactions efficiently but for burning out the Curium isotopes much longer cycles
of about 1300 days or special transmutation equipment are necessary. It was shown that the
mixed actinides improve the reactivity balance by leading to longer cycles. On the other hand,
the minor actinides have disadvantageous influence on the delayed neutron fraction by
decreasing that. The influence of the isotopic content originating from different reactor types
concerning the reactivity and the delayed neutron fraction was also evaluated. The differences
can be explained by the higher Pu-241 content and its faster decrease in case of the VVER
fuel. It has also been shown that the reactor can be operated through many cycles by using
depleted uranium and in this case even the 70 % of the minor actinides can be burnt out. In
case of continuous supply of the minor actinides even much more reduction could be achieved
without considerable decrease of the delayed neutron fraction (10 % in the first five cycles).
The sub-project fulfilled its targets:
 In the frame of the code development activity of the first period, the
computational tools necessary for the safety and isotopic content investigations of the
fast spectrum reactors have been elaborated.
 The developed tools allowed us to take part in the OECD NEA SFR
benchmarking activity and to use verified models in the sub-project.
 Seven concepts, found in the literature, were investigated in a detailed manner.
Concerning the metal cooled fast reactor concepts, the large size carbide fuelled
concept was found the most promising one. The effective transmutation capability of
the GFR600 gas cooled fast reactor for burning out minor actinides originating from
LWR and VVER spent fuel could be proved.
 An important result of the sub-project was that it could provide the fuel cyclesub-task with input inventories.
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VI. Simulation of fuel cycle for systems of nuclear power plants
Introduction
In the framework of subtask No. 6. (fuel cycle) of the NUKENERG2 project a computer
code has been developed for the simulation of fuel cycle in nuclear reactor systems with
Generation IV. units.
The specification of the scope and the main parameters of a European sized reactor park
was the first step of our work. The reactor types considered in the investigation of fuel cycle
were selected taking into account the international scientific publications in this field and our
previous experience. Four reactor types have been selected:
 SFR – Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor,
 GFR – Gas-cooled Fast Reactor,
 SCWR – Supercritical Water Cooled Reactor,
 EPR – European Pressurized Water Reactor, representative for currently working
Generation III. pressurized water reactors.
Reprocessing technology was also reviewed. The selected separation methods must fit into
the fuel cycle, and should produce minimum secondary radwaste and the optimal separation
efficiency. Important aspect is the simulation of radioactive decay in each step of the fuel
cycle (uranium mining, enrichment, transport, storage, reprocessing, final disposal).

The models and the structure of the SITONG4 code
The code development started with the preparation of the software design document,
working out the main modules of the code, and it continued with stand-alone testing and
integration of the modules into a common program. The computer code is called SITONG4
(SImulation TOol for Modelling of Nuclear Fuel Cycle with Generation 4 Reactors). It is
written in FORTRAN-77 language that allows the portability of the code between different
computers.
The simulated system includes several components and several connections between those
components. For this reason the code had to simulate the given components and the transfer
of different materials between them. Each component has input and output junctions, which
determine their connection to other components. Each connection can have different types.
The components in the code can grouped into three categories:




Reactor (EPR, SCWR, GFR and SFR types),
Factory (enrichment, fuel fabrication, reprocessing),
Store (storage of different materials or spent fuel).

The code includes several integrating modules as well, which calculates the integrated
parameters of the system (e.g. mass of used natural uranium, produced electric energy, mass
of spent fuel, activity of radwaste).
The change of isotopic content of the fuel in the reactor is a key question in the fuel cycle.
The simulation of fuel burnup in the reactor is not simulated with sophisticated models in the
code, but the result of special reactor physics calculations are tabulated and used. The typical
isotope inventories for thermal reactors were known from previous studies, while the
calculation of inventories for fast reactors was carried out in the present project.
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The scheme of simulated components and the connections between them is illustrated in
Fig. 14. The upper section of the scheme indicates the today available reprocessing technique
with the reuse of plutonium. The reactors using enriched uranium (EPR-UOX and SCWR) are
shown in the centre of the scheme. The bottom part of the figure illustrates the cyclic
reprocessing of plutonium and the use of depleted uranium for fuel fabrication.
The SITONG4 code tracks the isotopes not only during the fuel cycle, but it simulates the
decay process in the deep geological repository, too. The time frame of these periods is
significantly different. The typical simulated time of fuel cycle is 100–200 years, while that of
the deep geological repository is 1 million years.

Figure 14 Connection of components in the SITONG4 code

The code simulated those isotopes that are important from the point of view of reactor
physics (fission, fissionable, reactor poison), and which have significant decay heat and
radiological risk during interim storage and final disposal. As a result of thorough reviews 16
fission products and 22 actinide isotopes have been selected for simulation.

Simulated fuel cycle scenarios
Four different scenarios have been simulated with the SITONG4 code (Table 6.):
 The first scenario was considered as reference case with EPR reactors and UOX fuel.
 The second scenario simulated the transition from EPR to Generation IV. thermal SCWR
reactors. Both reactor types are operated with UOX fuel.
 The third scenario is similar to the first one, but it includes EPR reactors with both UOX
and MOX fuel.
 The last scenario is a transition from EPR to GFR fast reactors with cyclic reprocessing of
spent fuel.
Table 6 Identification of simulated fuel cycle scenarios

No.

Name

Description

1.

EPR_UOX

EPR reactors with UOX fuel

2.

EPR-SCWR

Replacement of EPR_UOX reactors for SCWRs

3.

EPR_MOX

EPR reactors with UOX and MOX fuel

4.

EPR-GFR

Transitions from EPR_UOX and EPR_MOX reactors to GFRs
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100 year time was calculated for each scenario starting from 2010. The total power of the
reactors was the same (10 GW) in each scenario. The mass of natural uranium used for fuel
fabrication had maximum in the open fuel cycles (EPR_UOX and EPR-SCWR, see Table 7.).
In case of EPR-SCWR the low burnupof SCWR fuel results in high consumption of natural
uranium.
Table 7 Masses of natural uranium, spent fuel radwaste in the simulated cases

Scenario

EPR_UOX

EPR-SCWR

EPR_MOX

EPR-GFR

Mass of used natural uranium (t)

111125

242789

77787

23669

Mass of produced spent fuel (t)

13927

19761

13927

13285

Mass of radwaste for final disposal
(t)

13928

19761

10220

5910

Figure 15 Relative radiotoxicity of radioactive wastes in the calculated scenarios (FP: fission products, all: all
isotopes)

The use of natural uranium is reduced by 30% in the EPR_MOX scenario compared to the
reference scenario due cycle reuse of plutonium. The minimum mass of used natural uranium
was calculated for the last scenario with closed fuel cycle. Using the GFR the consumption of
natural uranium drops to 20% of the reference case.
One of the most important characteristic of the fuel cycle is the mass and the parameters of
radioactive wastes that will be disposed in deep geological repository. In case of EPR_MOX
scenario the mass of radwaste is 61% of the mass of spent fuel calculated for the reference
case. The reprocessing wastes give 20% of the mass of spent fuel, so the total mass of
radwaste will be three fourth that of in the reference case.
The relative radiotoxicity of radwastes for unity of electric energy production from
different scenarios is shown in Fig. 15. Beyond the curves indicating the total radiotoxicity,
the curve representing only the fission products are also shown. The difference between the
pairs of the curves gives the contribution of actinides. The figure shows that maximum
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radiotoxicities are produced in the EPR-SCWR scenario, while minimum values are shown in
for the EPR-GFR case. This effect can be explained by the fact that in case of EPR-GFR the
mass of radwaste for final disposal is much less compared to the other scenarios.

Development of a burnup model for the gas cooled fast reactor
Within the sub-task it was a special aim to develop a burnup model of a gas cooled fast
reactor which is fast enough to be integrated into a comprehensive fuel cycle model.
Furthermore it had to be able to calculate the composition of the discharged fuel for a wide
range of charged fuel composition since this is required of the investigation of the different
transmutation options i.e. the recycling of the minor actinides (MA) besides U and Pu. For
this purpose a fitting process has been developed and applied on the results of full core
calculations in order to determine the dependence of the one group cross-sections on the
isotopic composition of the reactor core. The application of these composition dependent
cross-sections helps to avoid the repetition of the time consuming core calculations during the
burnup calculation. The method first has been applied for the 600 MW version of the GFR
and in the last project year also for the 2400 MW core. The burnup model has been tested
against the results of detailed burnup calculations with good agreement.
The developed burnup model has been applied for the investigation of a fuel cycle where a
GFR is fed with Pu and MA from conventional LWRs, and all actinides are recycled after 5
years of cooling (including storage, reprocessing and fuel fabrication). The results show that
the self-breeding capability of the GFR minimizes the required external Pu feed. Different
options has been investigated concerning the external MA feed and it has been noted that an
equilibrium was reached in the concentration of all MA isotopes even when the MA content
of the charged fuel has been set to 2%. This means the continuous consumption of the loaded
MA via fission, and therefore a significant decrease in the radiotoxicity.

Conclusions
In the framework of the NUKENERG2 project the SITONG4 code has been developed
that can be used for the simulation of a European sized reactor park with Generation IV
reactors . The code applications showed that the code is capable of handling different fuel
cycle scenarios with several reactor and reprocessing technologies. The calculated results
indicated that the transition to Generation IV fast reactors can lead to significant reduction in
the use of reprocessed uranium and the fissionable isotopes in the spent fuel can be used for
electricity production. The advanced reprocessing technology with fast reactors will produce
much less radioactive wastes and the radiotoxicity of the radwaste disposed in final repository
will be much less compared to the current scenarios.
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VII. Development of diagnostic components for fusion devices
Introduction
This chapter summarizes the results of three tasks of the NUKENERG project: tasks 5
(Intelligent video diagnostic for fusion devices) and 6 (Atomic beam probe development for
fusion devices) of the first phase of the NUKENERG project and task 7 (Development of
diagnostic components for fusion devices) of the second phase.
The aims of these tasks were to develop complete diagnostic systems and components of
diagnostic systems for fusion devices. Three main targets were:
1. Development and manufacturing of a 10 channel intelligent video diagnostic system
for the Wendestein 7-X (W7-X) stellarator.
2. Development of components for Beam Emission Spectroscopic (BES) diagnostic and
their application for present experiments running on different fusion devices.
3. To be prepared to join the development of ITER tokamak diagnostic components and
to answer the call for tenders launched by the European ITER organization (Fusion for
Energy - F4E).
Our work was successful, these aims were reached during the two phases of NUKENERG
project. The 10 channel video diagnostic was developed and manufactured. During the
development a CMOS camera based on a new technology was worked out. A new high
current ion source and avalanche photodiode detector system were developed. With the help
of these developments BES diagnostics were modernized and built on MAST, TEXTOR,
COMPASS and JET tokamaks. The elaborated new technologies allowed the partners of the
NUKENERG consortium to win research grants and orders on these fields. Both the research
institutes involved in the NUKENERG consortium and their spin-off companies has built
several diagnostics for European and Asian fusion devices. These orders resulted in (at the
end of the NUKENERG project) several hundred kEUR income for the Hungarian industry.
With the support of the NUKENERG project the members of the consortium have joined
the development of several ITER diagnostics (In vessel Services, Bolometer, CXRS, VisIr,
LIDAR) both as member or leader of the formed European consortia which anticipates a
successful participation in F4E grant calls. At the moment according to the statistics Hungary
is on the illustrious fourth place of the ranking in the awarded grant support and on the eighth
place in the number of grant applications preceding several more developed European
countries.
The main results of the NUKENERG project are detailed in the next three subsections.

Intelligent video diagnostic system for W7-X
This task aimed at developing a diagnostic system, based on special video cameras and
data processing software, which can detect/recognize dangerous events (i.e. the distortion of
the plasma shape or the unwanted interaction of the hot plasma with the plasma facing
components) emerging in fusion devices. The system is developed for the W7-X stellarator
which is under construction in Greifswald, Germany. W7-X will be one of the prominent
members of the new generation of fusion devices which are able to maintain long – quasi
steady state – plasma discharges. The 10 channel video diagnostic system for W7-X
covering the whole torus interior is one of the basic diagnostics because it can be used not
only to observe the plasma but also to detect irregular operational events which are dangerous
for the stellarator itself and to send automatic warning for the machine safety system. The
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quite harsh (significant gamma, neutron and heat radiation, strong (several Tesla) magnetic
field) stellarator environment raises the requirements for the cameras and optical elements of
the video system. Stellarator experiments have complicated geometry: in W7-AS the plasma
radiation can be observed only through a 2m long and narrow (diameter: 0.1m) bent
observation port (Fig.16.).
To overcome these difficulties several concepts was studied and the following was
selected and implemented. The cameras are located on the plasma facing side of the long
immersion tube directly behind the vacuum window. The cameras can be locked in place by a
docking mechanism. To protect the vacuum window a 3mm diameter water cooled pinhole is
positioned in the vacuum vessel in front of the window. The small opening in this diaphragm
required development of a special objective lens.

Fig. 16. Left figure: The W7-X vacuum vessel and the ten AEG ports (colored by blue) used by the video
diagnostics. Right figure: the enlarged port model (down) and the docking unit (up). The camera is located at
the left end of the docking unit.

Fig. 17. The sensor module docked into the port (3D design).

The key element of the whole diagnostic is the camera. It has to be small, resistive against
the strong magnetic field, fast framing and able to run steady state. Since could not find such a
camera on the market a new development was started. The device is called Event Detection
Intelligent CAMera – EDICAM. According to the requirements the camera was split into two
pieces: sensor module - consisting only of a 1.3Mpixel CMOS sensor (LUPA 1300,
Cypress), analog-digital converters and an FPGA based controlling electronics - and an
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image processing and control unit which sits in a PCIe slot in a commercial PC. The sensor
module and the image processing and control unit is interconnected by a 10Gbit/s bandwidth
optical link which is faster than the maximum readout speed of the sensor. Taking advantage
of the „non-destructive readout” function of the CMOS sensor a flexible and modular camera
has built in which the exposure and readout cycles can be defined independently. This enables
reading out multiple Regions of Interest (ROIs). After finishing the development of the final
camera version the necessary mechanical, radiation, optical and magnetic tests were
performed. Finally all the ten channels of the video diagnostics (also the components of the
docking mechanism) were manufactured. For the test a mock up port was also built which
was sent to the German partner (together with a complete channel) to train the technical staff
in Greifswald. Since 2011 one EDICAM is already in Greifswald to support the software
development of camera system integration. For test purpose EDICAMs are operated on
COMPASS (Prague) and on ASDEX Upgrade (Garching) tokamaks as well.
As the last step in the camera development real time processing algorithms were
developed. These algorithms enable simple calculations (average, minimum, maximum) to be
performed on different ROI readouts. Comparing the calculated values with predefined
thresholds events are generated which can initiate changes to camera operation (e.g. stop
active readouts or activate “sleeping” ones), modify the data flow to the camera memory or
send hardware trigger to the stellarator safety system. The real time processing was
implemented in VHDL language and can be configured individually camera by camera which
enables to optimize the cameras for the different measurement tasks.

Beam emission spectroscopy systems
The target of this task was to further develop the key components of the often applied BES
diagnostics. The aims were to reach better signal to noise ratio and to extend the
measurements for longer time windows with better time resolution allowing us to study fast
plasma physical processes (e.g. plasma turbulence) in the next generation of the fusion
devices. The following developments were done for BES systems using either Lithium atomic
beam or deuterium heating beams:
 new lithium ion source was developed to gain higher ion current, longer lifetime
resulting in a better signal to noise ratio and longer measurement time,
 optimized ion optics (accelerator) for the new higher current ion source,
 high quantum efficiency, low noise and fast detector optimized for the light detection,
 development of a new atomic physics code which can model both Lithium and
Deuterium beams in real geometry.
The new robust heater developed for the ion source can heat the lithium emitter ceramic
material up to 1500◦C. This temperature exceeds the previously reached maximum value by
about 250◦C. Several lithium emitter materials were tested and the best solution can emit
Lithium ion current density up to 4mA/cm2, which is about double of the value for the
conventional ion sources. The capacity of the new ion source is remarkable higher than for the
conventional sources therefore it will be suitable for the long plasma discharges of
superconducting fusion devices.
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Fig. 18. The schematics of the new ion source and a photo of the constructed example.

Several ion acceleration set-ups were modelled for different current density ion sources.
Finally a scheme was designed and built which can accelerate 7-10mA ion current forming a
beam with low divergence (diameter about 2cm at a few meters away).
To detect the beam emission light different possible detectors were examined. It was
determined that for most BES diagnostics the application of the modern avalanche photo
diodes give the highest signal to noise ratio. An amplifier system was developed and
optimized for the avalanche photo diodes and a numerical model was compiled to calculate
the expected signal to noise ratio. A single channel prototype detector was built and tested.

Fig. 19. The signal to noise ratio for different detectors as a function of the detected photon
flux. Photograph of the APD detector of the TEXTOR tokamak lithium beam diagnostics.
APD: avalanche photo diode, PMT: photomultiplier.

Based on these studies an eight channel avalanche photo diode system, optimized for BES
applications, was built and tested on the MAST tokamak in Culham, UK. Here an already
existing optical system – observing the light emission of the Deuterium heating beam – was
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used to transfer the light to the detector array. This solution was not optimized but it allowed
validation the model calculations and demonstration the potential of the detector. Based on
these results (but already using funding outside the NUKENERG grant) a 16 channel detector
system for the TEXTOR tokamak in Jülich and a four channel system for the JET tokamak
were built.
KFKI RMKI has set up spin-off enterprise for the development of special imaging
solutions which, on order of the MAST tokamak, developed a 4x8 channel 2D avalanche
photo diode camera (APDCAM). Using this camera an unrivalled 2D BES system
observation system was built for the MAST spherical tokamak detecting the light emission of
the Deuterium heating beam. The hardware was financed by the British partner but the
development and the testing was supported by the NUKENERG project. The main aims of
this diagnostics is to investigate the plasma turbulence, flows and their interactions and to
observe the fast ELM edge plasma instabilities. The whole BES system was delivered to
MAST in May 2010.
In vessel optics

Boundary of MAST
vacuum vessel

Lenses,
filter

APDCAM
detector

Fig. 20. Schematics of the MAST 2D BES diagnostic system.

The 2D BES measurements were started in 2011 in the M8 MAST campaign. This
diagnostics measures the plasma turbulence along the whole minor radius on a 4x8 channel
mesh which covers a 8x16 cm area. The microsecond time and the ~2cm spatial resolution
makes the mapping of the plasma turbulence possible for different plasma parameters. Beside
the plasma turbulence several other interesting phenomena can also be studied thanks to the
extreme good signal to noise ratio and good time resolution. The high frequency MHD
modes, the fast particles driven MHD waves and the ELM edge plasma instabilities are the
best examples where the new BES diagnostics gives interesting new results. The processing
of the data obtained in these experiments are ongoing and part of the results are already
published in papers.
To design a BES systems and to support the understanding of the measurements a
computer code was developed which can model the detection of light emission of lithium,
sodium and deuterium beams in an arbitrary complicated 3D geometry even taking into
account the model of the optical setup and detailed observation system. The RENATE code
solves rate equations numerically taking into account excitations of relevant atomic levels and
the ionization of the beam atoms. The code can model the spatial resolution of the diagnostics
even for the case of extended heating beams by considering the real 3D geometry. Fig. 21
shows an example of a RENATE calculation.
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Fig. 21. Lithum beam injection into the COMPASS tokamak modeled by RENATE code for different
observation and injection geometries.

Finally it is worth to mention two events which are not financed in the frame of the
NUKENERG consortium but they are consequences of developments achieved during the
project. In 2010 KFKI RMKI submitted a proposal for the Korean – Hungarian (KRCF-MTA)
laboratory project and won funding to build a BES diagnostic system - similar to that of the
MAST system – for the Korean KSTAR tokamak. As a consequence a test BES system was
mounted on KSTAR in 2011. Although this development was financed by the Korean KRCF
agency but the applied technology was fully developed during the NUKENERG project. The
system worked properly during the experimental campaign in 2011 and provided interesting
results. We also got a support for a final, optimized system which was installed in September,
2012. The system will be further developed since the Korean partner has ordered from KFKIRMKI a Lithium beam diagnostics as well. A similar supply contract was obtained from the
Chinese EAST tokamak, therefore two Asian Lithium beam diagnostics will be installed in
2013. We want to point out that the additional supports and contracts are in the order of 200
million HUF which far exceeds the expenditures of the BES technology developments
financed by the NUKENERG project.

ITER diagnostics
The plan of this sub-task was that during the NUKENERG project the European ITER
diagnostic consortia would be formed, the European ITER Domestic Agency (F4E) launches
the calls for the diagnostic tenders and possibly the evaluation of the tenders is also finished.
After forming a fusion technology group inside the NUKENERG consortium we contacted
the fusion laboratories involved in ITER diagnostics and. As a result of our competencies and
experiences we could join the development of the bolometer tomography, the visible and
infrared wide angle view camera system, the LIDAR and the charge exchange diagnostics.
During the NUKENERG project these four ITER diagnostic consortia were established by
signing the consortium agreements. Unfortunately inappropriate F4E policy caused and still
causes a lot of delay for launching the diagnostics grant calls. Until 2011 only minor and
preparatory grants were launched. After the changes in the F4E leadership these problems
were recognized and the policy was substantially revised. Now instead of the small grants
F4E plans to enter into four years long contracts “framework partnership agreement” (FPA)
with the consortia. The new policy accelerated the story and F4E launches the calls one after
the other. One of the first FPA calls was the „Tokamak Services for Diagnostics” which was
won by a consortium lead by the Wigner Research Center for Physics (former KFKI RMKI).
Furthermore the submission deadline for the ITER bolometer diagnostic tender was in August
2012, where the Wigner RCP is also member of the applying consortium. In addition we are
involved in the „ITER VisIR diagnostics”, the “ITER Port Plug Engineering” and the „ITER
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CXRS diagnostics” projects too. It has to be noted that the Hungarian fusion community was
also invited to participate in the development of the activation foil diagnostics. This was
started in the framework of the Hungarian EURATOM Association work program with the
participation of ATOMKI from Debrecen.
It is worth noting that the development of the ITER diagnostics is performed in the frame
of research grants. These F4E grants finance typically only the 40% of the total cost (some
small elements are fully financed). This means that to be able to continue our strong
contribution to ITER diagnostic developments new Hungarian support is needed after closing
the NUKENERG projects. On the other hand the technologies worked out during such grants
contribute to the technology development of the Hungarian industry. For example the
NUKENERG project created more additional resources than its whole budget.
ITER In-vessel Services
F4E launched the Tokamak Services for Diagnostics (former "in-vessel services") FPA call
with the deadline of 30th of October, 2011. The tasks of the project are the electrical services
for the diagnostic sensors built into the vacuum vessel and cabling from the sensors to the
cryostat outer wall. The task also involves the specification of the prototype cables, cable
looms and vacuum feedthroughs, the tests of the prototypes, the design and integration of the
final components in the vacuum vessel, divertor and cryostat. To implement the project a
Hungarian consortium is set up with the leadership of the Wigner RCP. The Budapest
University of Technology and Economics and the MTA Centre for Energy Research are also
members of the consortium. As third party the Culham Centre for Fusion Energy is also
involved. This consortium won the competition and the framework partnership agreement was
signed at the beginning of 2012.
According to this agreement the consortium will also test prototypes including
investigations of radiation damage. Beside the high heat load the high energy neutron
radiation accelerates the aging of the instruments, cables and connectors installed inside the
vacuum vessel. The radiation damage will be tested in the prepared irradiation channels of the
Budapest Research Reactor.
In the frame of a preparatory investigation the radiation resistance of a bolometer was
already studied in vacuum with temperature controlled environment in mixed neutron and
gamma radiation. A device was built to investigate the radiation resistance of viscous
materials. During the viscosity measurement a gamma irradiation was carried out in the dose
range of 3-90kGy with and without steel shielding. The test irradiations confirmed the
appropriateness of the irradiation channels. These prepared irradiation channels and the
measurement infrastructure can be used in future irradiation test in mixed neutron and gamma
radiation.
ITER Bolometer Diagnostic
The bolometer diagnostic measures the total radiation power of the plasma. The bolometer
is a device for measuring the power of incident electromagnetic radiation via the heating of a
material with a temperature-dependent electrical resistance. The ITER bolometer diagnostics
consists of about 400 individual bolometer detectors measuring the radiation power along 400
lines of sights. The radiation power distribution is reconstructed by tomography. For the sake
of easier design and installation the 400 detectors are integrated into cameras each consisting
of 6-12 bolometer detectors. The bolometer cameras will be located in the vacuum vessel, in
the divertor and in the port plugs.
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Fig. 22. The optimized lines of sights of the ITER bolometer camera system located in the vacuum vessel
and in the divertor.

After a period of extensive discussions the ITER bolometer consortium consist of the
Wigner RCP, the Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik and the Institut für Mikrotechnik
Mainz GmbH. The framework partnership agreement involves seven specific grants and two
of them will be implemented in Hungary with the coordination of the Wigner RCP. The
MTA Centre for Energy Research is also involved in these projects as third party. These two
specific grants cover the optimization of the camera lines of sights and the development,
prototype tests and system integration of the cameras which will be installed in two port
plugs.
ITER charge exchange diagnostic
The charge exchange resonance spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostics detects and analyses the
light emitted by a diagnostic atomic beam. Several plasma parameters (e.g. ion temperature
and density, ion flow velocity, isotope content, etc.) can be determined by analyzing the
spectrum of the detected light. The ITER diagnostic beam will be built by India while central
observation system is a European task and the edge system is developed by Russia. The
consortium for the European CXRS diagnostic first concentrated on a conceptual system
design and later built a test spectrometer to demonstrate the necessary spectral resolution and
sensitivity. The NUKENERG consortium had two tasks in this project. A mechanics was
designed for the holder of the first mirror of the observation optics. The cooling concept of
this mechanics and its thermal modeling was also done. A proposal for an additional BES
detector located in the spectrometer was worked out. According to the modeling this BES
diagnostics is appropriate to detect the MHD waves appearing in the plasma. The Dutch and
German partners supported this proposal therefore an APDCAM detector - developed by
Adimtech Kft. - was built into the test spectrometer. Proof of principle measurement on the
TEXTOR tokamak confirmed the results of the RENATE code calculations therefore this
proposal is considered as a supplementary method and probably will be inserted into the final
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conceptual design of the CXRS diagnostics. The CXRS F4E FPA call is expected to appear at
the end of 2012 or at the beginning of 2013 and we plan to participate in the proposal answer.
Light input from
spectrometer

APDCAM

Fig. 23. The Hungarian APDCAM detector in the test CXRS spectrometer.

ITER LIDAR diagnostic
This device determines the plasma electron temperature and density by measuring the
Thomson scattering of an intensive laser pulse. The NUKENERG consortium was involved in
the conceptual design and in engineering tasks. The according F4E tender is expected in
2012-2013.
ITER visible and infrared camera diagnostics
This camera system with 12-16 different views can measure the interaction of the plasma
and the surrounding vacuum vessel and the temperature of the plasma facing components.
This system resembles the ten channel W7-X video diagnostic where the measurement is done
only in the visible wavelength range. At this project, similarly to the LIDAR diagnostic, the
NUKENERG consortium was involved in the conceptual design and in engineering tasks. The
F4E tender was launched in August, 2012 and presently we are preparing the answer.
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VIII. Blanket technology
The breeder blanket of next generation fusion reactor (DEMO), to be built after ITER,
shall cover the inner surface of the vacuum vessel around the plasma. Its main function is to
capture the electromagnetic and neutron radiation of the plasma and convert it into heat.
Another essential role is to produce tritium, the fuel of the fusion reactor, from some Lithium
containing material by using neutrons coming from fusion reaction in plasma. Current fusion
experiments don’t apply breeder blanket, due to low radiation intensity. The ITER experiment
will use a water cooled blanket without tritium production capability. However, ITER will
provide opportunity to test various tritium production methods by placing Test Blanket
Modules (TBM) into dedicated ports.
The work in the NUKENERG consortium focused on design and modelling of the ITER
TBM and associated test equipment. Additionally conceptual design work was performed for
the blanket system of a future fusion reactor. In 2005 no engineers with TBM knowledge
were present in Hungary, therefore work started in strong collaboration with the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT). The NUKENERG grant provided the possibility to set up an
engineering group with appropriate knowledge and infrastructure. The Euratom mobility
scheme provided the possibility to strengthen the collaboration with KIT and some other
fusion laboratories. The NUKENERG consortium was invited to participate in the work of the
European TBM consortium and thus received several grants from Fusion for Energy, the
European Domestic Agency for ITER.
Owing to the excellent work performed by the Hungarian engineering group during the cooperation in the European TBM development supported by Fusion for Energy, we managed to
increase our initial share. The first period of the development phase had been successfully
closed in the first half of 2012. Next phase of development process is planned to continue
within the frame of 4 year partnership programs for which the Call have been released by
Fusion for Energy during 2012. We have applied to several grants in various collaborations.
These grant applications were made possible by the internationally acknowledged knowledge
obtained during the NUKENERG grant. Results of these grant applications are expected by
the end of the year.
Education of young professionals is crucial part towards the success of a project, especially
in the field of technology development as the fusion reactor. Therefore the engineering group
have been involved deeply in teaching B.Sc. and M.Sc. students mainly from the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics. Through these activities students have the
opportunity to participate actively in international co-operations.

Thermohydraulic analysis of the helium distribution system of TBM blanket
In the frame of NAP I thermohydraulic analysis of the TBM First Wall has been performed.
The TBMs dedicated to testing of tritium breeding will be placed into different equatorial
ports of ITER. The most heat loaded part of the TBM is the First wall, which faces directly
the plasma. It is planned to be heated by high pressure Helium gas flowing in cooling
channels. The heat flux coming from the plasma on the surface of the cooling channel is 270
kW/m2 in normal operation but its peak value can reach 500 kW/m2. Additional heat flux of
60 kW/m2, coming from the Breeding Units (BUs), is imposed on the rear part of the FW.
Large temperature gradients are expected because of the asymmetric heat load which can
induce large thermal stresses. The determination of temperature and heat transfer coefficient
distribution along the cooling channel is necessary for the computation of thermal stresses.
These were calculated using the ANSYS CFX code. The results show that the heat transfer
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coefficient is sufficiently high and the maximum temperature in the steel is below the critical
value.
The HETRA experiment was designed for the validation of CFD calculations. The heat
flux coming from the plasma was substituted with special ceramic heaters which were
mounted on the plasma facing surface of one U-shaped cooling channel. It was not possible to
measure the temperature directly on the inner surface of the cooling channel; therefore
thermocouples were used to measure the temperature at different positions in the steel
structure. These temperatures were comparable to the simulated ones which come from the
CFD calculations. The conclusion was that the design of the first wall is good; the structure
can be cooled properly with the Helium coolant. The final report was released in November
2011.
Other elements of HCPB TBM were also investigated in detail during NAP II. The TBM
box is closed on the right and on the left side by the CAPs. The CAPs are actively cooled with
Helium because they are in contact with the Breeder Units. Three versions of CAP were
investigated, where the arrangement and number of cooling channels were different. The main
goal was to choose the best version which ensures the best cooling and temperature
distribution bearing in mind the manufacturing possibilities. To get more realistic temperature
distribution the CAP models were simulated together with a cooling channel of the First Wall.
On the basis of CFD results the third CAP version was chosen, where the arrangement of the
cooling channels is similar to the cooling channel layout in the Stiffening Grids. This
similarity ensures more uniform cooling of the Breeder Units.
Different cooling channel arrangements in the horizontal and vertical Stiffening Grids were
investigated in detail. The investigated geometries were meshed with hexahedral and hybrid
meshes and detailed mesh independency study was performed. Some changes were suggested
to the design team on the basis of the results which can help to reduce the hydraulic resistance
of the channels. It was demonstrated that the mass flow distribution in case of so-called
distributor type stiffening grid is very inhomogeneous.
A typical Breeder Unit of the HCPB TBM contains the Lithium ceramic breeder and
neutron multiplier Beryllium (Be) pebbles. The BUs are surrounded by actively cooled TBM
subcomponents (namely the horizontal and vertical - hSGs, vSGs - stiffening grids); from the
plasma side the First Wall (FW) provides the cooling of the Be front layer and the lateral
covers (CAPs) close each BUs form left (or right) side. The maximum temperature is found in
the Lithium pebbles; hence these pebbles are surrounded by actively cooled U-shaped cooling

Figure 24. Pressure distribution on level MF2 of the TBM shown at different planes.
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plate. The Beryllium pebbles are outside this structure, but they are in contact with the SGs,
CAPs and FW. Our tasks were the optimization of the coolant mass flow in the BU cooling
channels and other sub-components and the determination of appropriate cooling channel
layout. The first results show that the maximum temperatures in the different sub-components
are over the allowable limits. The re-design of the U-shaped cooling plate was necessary to
reduce the temperature in the Lithium pebbles. Fourteen cooling plate versions were
investigated and finally we managed to find an adequate cooling plate layout where the
amount of the Lithium pebbles is not reduced too much.
The most complicated sub-component of the TBM is the Manifold system, which
distributes the Helium coolant into other sub-components. The Helium enters from the backplate in the 1st level manifold and is distributed in the FW. After passing two times the FW,
the helium exits in the 2nd level manifold, that is located right behind the BU back-plate. In
the 2nd level manifold a part of the helium is directly routed out of the TBM through the bypass pipe and the rest is distributed in parallel through the Caps, the vertical grids and the
horizontal grids. After cooling the grids the helium is collected in the 3rd level manifold and
distributed to the BUs. After passing through the BUs the helium is collected in the 4th level
manifold and routed out of the TBM through the outlet pipe. The most important levels of the
Manifold system are the 3rd and 4th, we focused only on these two levels during the analyses.
Hexahedral mesh was used for the discretization for both Manifold levels. The geometry of
these levels is too complex, so it was not possible to create very fine meshes. The two levels
were connected with steel plates, because one of the main goals of the investigations was the
determination of heat transfer coefficients. Additional calculations were performed to define
the position of the by-pass chunk and the pressure distribution was optimized.
The Helium distribution into the different sub-components can be influenced by the
hydraulic design of the Manifold levels. An appropriate design of MF level 2 and 3 is
particularly important, because these levels have the most complex geometry. CFD
calculations were performed to investigate the flow field in detail, but the validation of these
results is necessary. The GRICAMAN experiment was designed to perform measurements on
both critical Manifold levels. The geometry of the GRICAMAN manifold and the TBM
manifold is slightly different, so new CFD models were developed. These models were
discretized with fully hexahedral numerical mesh. Sensitivity study was performed with SST,
BSL Reynolds Stress and SAS SST turbulence models. The assembling of the test facility is
going on, so the CFD results have not been validated yet.

Development of neutronics measurement methods for the TBM
The activity in the field of neutronics measurement methods started in 2009 in the
framework of the NUKENERG project.
In the first phase calculations were performed with the MCNP Monte Carlo neutron
transport code to determine the neutron flux distribution and the reaction rates radially and
poloidally in the HCPB-TBM. Tritium production rates and activation of the structural
elements were investigated. Based on the results estimations were made to prove that the
application of Be as neutron multiplication material makes possible the self-sustaining tritium
production in a fusion reactor.
Operating conditions in the TBM allow the application of passive techniques; therefore we
have investigated different activation detector techniques.
A method has been developed for the selection of a given number of activation detector
material in order to obtain the “best” reconstruction of a spectrum with the multiple foil
activation method. The method is able to choose among the available detector materials based
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on their cross-section data and the irradiation, cooling and measurement parameters. The
method has been implemented in a Fortran 95 program.
A measurement technique for the determination of the tritium production rate (TBR) has
been developed. A method is based on the secondary charged particle activation (SCPA),
where the charged particles (in the present case tritons) emitted in neutron induced reaction
produces secondary activation on a so-called indicator element. The reaction rate can be
measured by gamma-spectrometry based on the gamma radiation of the indicator material. In
our case 6Li in Li2CO3 was the triton source while 26Mg (in MgO) and 32S were the
indicators.
Pellets produced from powder mixtures of the above compounds were irradiated in the
Training Reactor, and the gamma spectra of the irradiated samples were measured. The
measured data were compared to the simulation results from MCNPX. The following triton
induced reactions were detected: 27Al(t,p)28Al; 26Mg(t,p)28Mg; 26Mg(t,n)28Al;
32S(t,n)34mCl; 16O(t,n)18F; 18O(t,)17N. Calculated and measured data showed reasonable
agreement.
Experimental verification of the experimental method has been started in cooperation with
the Hertelendi Laboratory of Environmental Studies. Aqueous solution of Li2CO3 was
irradiated in a quartz ampule and reaction rate of reaction 16O(t,n)18F determined by gamma
spectrometry, while the produced tritium amount is to be determined in Debrecen by LSC and
3He techniques.
Irradiation has also been performed at the neutron generator of TU Dresden (TUD-IKTP)
in order to gain experiences about the reaction induced by the 14 MeV neutrons and the
operation of the facility. The pneumatic rabbit system installed at the neutron generator is one
prototype of the neutronics measurement tools that can be integrated into the TBM. We have
done mechanical and programming development tasks to improve the reliability and usability
of the system.

Thermomechanical structural analysis of TBM blanket
In 2007, new vertically positioned design development of TBMs has been started in order
to comply with the new design specifications of ITER, which restrict to only vertically
positioned TBMs to be placed in equatorial ports.
TBMs are composed of support structure, tritium breeding blankets (2x8 Breeder Unit),
high pressure helium distribution and sandwich like manifold system. Support structure
contains the First Wall (FW), lower and upper plate (Cap), inner horizontal and vertical
stiffening grids (SG) and closing plate of the box (Backplate).
At the beginning, geometrical optimization of the TBM box concentrated on individual
analysis of each component. It became necessary to construct a global model, that is capable
of simulating the detailed thermomechanical behaviour of the box and provide suitable
platform to validate the compatibility of the box with standard nuclear codes (SDC-IC). Main
purpose of the model development was to be able to simulate various loading like steady-state
and transient conditions, whereof proposal to the modification of geometry and design
proposal can be made to comply with standard SDC-IC nuclear codes.
By modelling 1/4 FW, it became necessary to introduce special fluid elements and linear
restraining condition to take the heat-up of coolant into account at non-modelled areas. The
coefficients are derived from transient results of a ½ FW model. In the FW, which is directly
exposed to plasma radiation, it is vital to correctly and most precisely estimate the
thermohydraulical parameter, the heat-transfer coefficient.
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According to ITER requirements, termomechanical behaviour of the TBM box in transient
load condition during a typical ITER burning cycle has been analysed as well as the effect of
MARFE plasma instability primarily to the FW. Results showed significant differences in
time constant of the components as a consequence of considerable thermal inertia of the box.
By investigating the effect of MARFE plasma instability it has been determined, that
significant increase in temperature can only be provoked in FW, whereas other component are
thermally intact.
Validation of integrity and rigidity of the TBM box against thermal and primary stresses –
coming from internal pressure- in various load condition has been important aspects knowing
the result of thermal calculations. To justify the result, the total stress has been broken down
into constituent parts, which is a common method in the field of mechanical analysis of
pressurized vessel. In accordance with the examined results, proposal has been made to
optimize geometry and design of the TBM box by increased thickness of horizontal stiffening
grids, modified layout of transfer holes and bending radius of first wall.

Development of the Ancillary Equipment Unit (AEU) of TBM and integration
into the Port Cell
At the beginning the conceptual development of the Ancillary Equipment Unit (AEU) of
the TBM was the main task of the collaboration. In comparison with earlier designs the new
concept is the first to combine all the sub-systems of both TBMs in one supporting structure.
Furthermore, our proposal was accepted to separate the unit containing the sub-systems and
the flexible piping system into two individually movable units.
Our main task was to develop an optimized layout design of the sub-system inside the
AEU frame by allowing sufficient access for maintenance and remote handling equipment
throughout. Simultaneously we also aimed at improving nuclear safety by limiting
contaminated material into the smallest possible space this minimizing the weight and size of
the radiation protection.
Optimization and development of the final configuration of the frame structure has been
performed by FEM analysis. Results confirmed that a rigid but lightweight frame structure
could be achieved.

Figure 25. Design of the TBM module (front) and AUE.
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As a consequence of the significant improvement in sub-system development and detailed
design, devices with more realistic dimensions, weight and configuration could be used for
the integration study of the Port Cell. In accordance with the result of the thermomechanical
analysis, optimized routing of high pressure and temperature piping has been achieved
throughout the integration, simultaneously fulfilling maintenance requirements with the
layout of sub-systems. Improved piping layout has provided opportunity to revise pipe
interface arrangement. As a result of that, pipe interfaces have been located at both sides of
AEU and grouped by the type of pipes. The advantage of this new layout is to provide
common shielding for the pipes critical from the point of view of releasing contaminated
materials.

Development of TBM maintenance operations and tools
Development of maintenance equipments in Port Cell and Hot Cell started with the
collection of maintenance operations and systems to maintain.
Mandatory maintenance tasks, essentially performed during shut-down phase, have been
identified. Maintenance tasks, to be performed occasionally, grouped by sub-systems of AEU
and TBM have been identified as well. Due to the time constrains of maintenance period,
selection of components and development of sub-systems focused on reliability and
maintenance free solutions. Maintenance processes have also been elaborated by ranking
activities in weighted categories of space requirement, contamination level and time
consumption. Maintenance operations performed in the Hot Cell have been optimized and
developed using 3D modelling software. Exchange of tritium containing breeder material has
been identified as most critical activity.
Development of maintenance tools started with market research to identify commercially
available and partially applicable devices that conform to the requirements. Focus has been
made to the areas, where none or only partially suitable solutions could be found. During
development process various concepts have been worked out to cut, weld the tritium and
helium containing pipes. To minimize contamination of the environment during operation has
been of great importance. During development of transport and storage assisting devices of
sub-systems, significant attempts have been made to work out multifunctional, space-saving
solutions.
DEMO blanket maintenance scheme
The name DEMO refers to the demonstration fusion reactor which has been the subject of
a conceptual design activity in the European fusion programme. One of the most critical
elements intis is the maintenance scheme of the blanket system as, due to the high neutron
damage, it has to be replaced after every few years. In the first 2 years of the grant we dealt
with several fields of the DEMO maintenance scheme. All these studies had been done in
close international collaboration, mostly with the Forschungszentrum Kalrsruhe (now KIT),
but also with other European institutions. In the first year we tried to adapt for DEMO the
robotic solution developed for ITER. The major difference is the increased blanket module
weight and larger machine major radius. We succeeded in developing a maintenance machine
and the main operations. The large number of blanket modules resulted in several problems
and a long replacement time, therefore we also investigated another scheme (MMS). This
solution uses large, banana shaped blanket modules. Thus the number of modules is strongly
reduced from 300-400 to 70-80, but their weight increased from about 10 ton to 65 ton. The
concept of a completely new scheme was developed which, besides the machines in and
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outside the vacuums chamber, also contains the order and needed time of the operations. At
present this is the reference scheme for DEMO maintenance.
As the fusion community
accepted the MMS scheme in
2007-2008 we worked on details
of this scheme in collaboration
with KIT. The emphasis was on
the attachment concept between
the blanket modules and vacuum
vessel, as the fusion community
accepted new reactor design
concepts, which needed also new
attachment
solutions.
We
developed a solution based on a
lower holding ring and toroidal
connection between the modules.
Properties of this solutions were
investigated
using
Figure 26. The DEMO MMS blanket concept.
thermomechanical modelling.
In parallel to the blanket-related work we also studied the maintenance scheme of the
DEMO divertor. This work was coordinated by EFDA and it was the first study on this field.
The starting point was the ITER divertor maintenance scheme, taking into account differences
between ITER and DEMO. The result of the work is a maintenance concept with a modified
segmentation scheme, a logistic design. A maintenance robot concept has also been developed
together with a first estimate for the maintenance time.
In 2011, the first year of the new European DEMO development program, the possible
maintenance concepts were reviewed. The German-Hungarian MMS scheme was found to be
the most promising one, therefore the more detailed DEMO design will be based on this
concept.
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